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Publications

Articles in Refereed Journals


Books

none this quarter

Chapters in Books


Articles in Conference Proceedings


Other Publications


Presentations (not included in conference proceedings above)


MacKinnon, D. J. "Integrated Demonstration System Self-awareness and Lexical Link Analysis (LLA)," co-authored with Zhao, Y. and Gallup, S.P., given at the Office of Naval Research (ONR) Science and Technology Symposium in Crystal City, VA, 10 November 2010.


**Grants and Funding**

Alex **Bordetsky**, Center for Network Innovation and Experimentation (CENETIX):

- MIO Experimentation, MDSRP, 125K
- USSOCOM CIO Ad Hoc Mobile Networking Student Research, first installment 25K
- USMC Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory, Network Management System for Tactical Ad-Hoc Mobile Networking (NMS-TM Initiative), 80K


**Place**, W.D., Naval Air Systems Command for Joint Multi-Mission Electro-Optic System (JMMES) Joint Capabilities Technology Demonstration (JCTD) in support of C3F Operational Manager, $55,000 for FY2011.

**Place**, W.D., Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (AT&L) for Joint Multi-Mission Electro-Optic System (JMMES) Joint Capabilities Technology Demonstration (JCTD) in support of C3F Operational Manager, $45,000 for FY2011.

**Place**, W.D., Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (AT&L) PSA-UW in support of the Unmanned Aircraft Systems Task Force as a Fleet Liaison for C3F, $240,000 for FY2011.


**Awards**

none this quarter
Significant Professional Activities


The significance of project of Battlefield Medical Networking (Alex Bordetsky, Eugene Bourakov, et. El; NPS-MIT-SVMH (USSOCOM support)) has been featured in The Pentagon Channel (September and December, 2010), the NPS Faculty Showcase (coming January, 2011), the Monterey Herald (November), and the Channel 6 (local Monterey) TV news.


PhD Student Accomplishments

none this quarter